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VOLUME 42

A. A. OF U. W, TO
SHOWTHE HUMAN
ADVENTURE'* HERE
Film To Be Given On December 1st at Baby Grand
Theatre
MADE AT U. OF CHICAGO
Covers Four Ancient World
Empires
The four great World/ Empires
built by ancient man, Egypt, Ninevah. Babylonia, and Persepolis, are
covered in "The Human Adventure", the eight reel talking picture to be shown at the Baby Grand
on December 1 under the auspices
of the American Association of
University Women.
Some of the highlights of the
film are sequences in which Dr.
James H. Breasted, founder and
director of the Oriental Institute
of the University of Chicago, and
one of the most famous archeologists and historians, is seen and
heard describing the work of the
Institute and the epic rise of man;
a flight over the Persian Mountains and another in a sandstorm
which reached heights of 12,000
feet; excavations which reveal 14
separate and distinct cities, each
built one upon the other with a
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

FRESHMEN PUT ON
CURLS, RUFFLES

Scenes From "The Human Adventure"

STUDENTS GO
TO

THANKSGIVING DA Y
ADDRESS IS GIVEN
BY DEAN CAMPBELL

OR. BURTON 10
OLIVER NEXT

Attend Meeting At Gainesville
With Professor
Trowbridge

Subject of His Address Will
Be "The Quality of
Courage"

TROWBRIDGE

SPEAKS

LITERATURE PROFESSOR

Seventy Students From Other
Schools Participate

To Be Given On Sunday,
November 29

Professor A. Buel Trowbridge
with a group of ten Rollins students motored to Gainesville last
Friday afternoon to attend the Student Conference held there this
week-end at the University. The
conference, which was held under
the auspices of the Y. M. and Y.
M. C. A. of the University, began
Friday evening and lasted through
Sunday morning.
The opening address of the conference was given by Dr. H. 0. Enwall on Friday evening in one of
the assembly halls of the University's new Union Building. The
conference group included about
seventy students from the different colleges and universities of the
state.
On Saturday morning, Dr. R. J.
Broyles, Pastor of the Methodist
Church of Gainesville, addressed
the group. He stressed the great
need for a changed program in the
churches today, if they are to mainContinued on page 2, col. 3)

his motion picture is to be shown at the Baby Grand Theatre on December 1 under the auspices of
the Winter Park-Orlando Branch of the American Association of University Women. It was made at the
University of Chicago. AU students, faculty and staff members are urged to see ths picturization of the
Four Great Empires of Ancient Times.

BY
UR. ALLEN SUNUAY
'Christian Principles In National Life" Is Subject

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
By PEED LIBERMAN

RULLINS THEAIRE
GRUUP GIVE PLAY
"Her Husband's Wife" First
Play Given This Year

Dr. Richard Burton, Professor of
Literature at Rollins College, will
deliver the address in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel Sunday, Novem,ber 29. He has chosen as his subject "The Quality of Courage."
Dr. Burton received his A. B. degree at Trinity College in Connecticut, and his Ph.D. at Johns
Hopkins University.
Later his
L.H.D. was bestowed at Trinity and
at the University of Southern
California.
For years Dr. Burton has held
positions on the faculties of some
of the foremost secondary schools
of the country. He has taught Old
English at Johns Hopkins, headed
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

Says That Gratitude is Overflow of a Sensitive Beat
ALUMNI

PARTICIPATE

RobertsoiiKv Fishback,
Readings

Give

This morning Dean Campbell
gave an address from the pulpit
of the Knowles Memorial Chapel
containing the following thought:
"Thanksgiving is not an occasional
spasm, but a continuous expression of gratitude for all that life
means. Gratitude is one of the elements of courtesy. To live without
gratitude would be an offense
against good taste. Gratitude is
not to be confined to a Presidential
Proclamation but is the outflow of
thoughtful minds and sensitive
hearts.
"Thinking of the confusion in
the world, we cannot be thankful
for everything, but there are many
reasons for genuine gratitude. I
do not think that the world is in
its death throes but that we are
in the midst of a colossal drama
whose fifth act will have as its
climax the creation of a social order in which the Kingdom of
Heaven will be regnant. Let us
be thankful that we may have part
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

HOMECOMING DAY
IS 0EGEM6ER 4

BAILEY HAS THE LEAD
Across the Seas
"We cannot guarantee the safe
ty of British ships. . ,"
On Wednesday, November 19,
This was the message sent by the Rollins Laboratory Theatre
the Spanish rebel Generalissimo Group presented its first play of
Will Be Known As StetsonFrancisco Franco to the British the year, "Her Husband's Wife",
Freshmen Appear in All Sorts
Rolins Day
government and read by Foreign a comedy by A. E. Thomas.
of Costumes For Kid Day
Professor George M. Whicher
Secretary Anthony
The story is written around has enriched our poetry collection
alarmed House of Ci
Irene Randolph, a hypochondriac by his gift of Braithwaite's An- STETSON TO TAKE PART
PLAY FARMER IN DELL
Great Britain, however, refused who,
for want of consti-uctive di- thology of magazine verse 1915,
to recognize the rebel proclama- version, worries about her health. 1926 and The Poet's Pack.
On Friday, December 4, Rollins
By Freshman Reporter
tion of blockade and right tc
John Belden, Irene's uncle, comes
He has also given the library will celebrate its annual HomeAny visitors who may have heen
search British ships on the high to visit the Randolphs, immediate- issues of the Classical journal and coming game. This year it will be
on campus Monday morning, would
seas; she insists the rebels have ly sees what is needed and goes two books concerning Henry known as Stetson-Rollins Day.
have wondered whether Rollins was
not been accorded the status of into cahoots with Irene. They de- George.
The faculty, staff, and students
a college for the intelligent, or a
The Art Studio announces the
belligerents.
cide that if Irene is to die, and she
of Stetson University have been
pre-school for the hopeless. It was fifth annual exhibition and sale of
Meanwhile, Italy and Germany, 3 sure she will, a wife must be
invited to participate in this an"Kid Day", and it was a cold day. Japanese prints, opening Novemthe world's foremost Fascist states, hosen to take care of Stuart Rannual occasion. A tentative program
The horseshoe was alive with ber 23, and continuing until the
formally recognized the insurgent dolf, her husband, when she is
has been drawn up.
flying ribhons, flying feet, run- holidays.
regime of General Franco.
At 2:30 P. M. the Rollins stuning people and running noses, all
The prints on view represent
The woman of their choice is
A communique issued from
dent company will present a one
bundled up in coats and mufflers. new editions of old masters such
The books listed below have re- act play. The aesthetic dancing
Rome stated that, since Franco has fortunately a clever one. Irene
When the shy creatures finally as Korin, Hiroshige, Hokusai, and
cently been received from the In- group of Stetson will give an ex(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
conquered
most
of
Spain,
the
Fasemerged from their wrappi
others, and first editions of modternational Relations Club and will hibition. This program is to be
cist state of Italy will send a
one saw a collection of babies you ern subjects. They include landbe available for consultation in the held in the Annie Russell Theatre.
charge d'affairs to commence
would want to see. The general scapes, flowers, birds and animals.
reading
room.
diplomatic relations with the in:45 the Rollins Choir will
impression was of curls, bows, ruf- There are small sizes suitable for
Childs, H. L., ed—Propaganda sing at an organ vespers to be
' surgents.
fles, lots of fluff 'n stuff—to say Christmas cards and large prints
and Dictatorship.
given in Knowles Memorial Chapel.
It is clear that Italy will do all
nothing of the Preacher and the ideal for framing. Prices range
Childs, M. W.—Sweden, The Mid- Herman Siewert will be organist.
other boys.
from fifteen cents to five dollars.
A meeting of the German Club that it can to see Franco assure
On Tuesday, Novemher 17, the dle Way.
At 4:30 a reception tea, with
was held at 7:30 P. M. Tuesday his ultimate victory. She has Rollins French Club held its first
Dud Mathews made a charming
Clark, Grover—A Place
ancing, will be held in the new
night at the Kappa Alpha House. admitted preparing shipments of
cupid, spending his afternoon fixeeting at Madame Bowman's Sun.
dormitories and at the Kappa Aling up love matches on Pinehurst,
The election of officers was held. men as well as of arms to aid house.
Fisher, E. J.—New Thinking pha house.
no tennis rules there either.
German songs provided enter- Franco's forces.
Andre Billy -vas elected presi-1 Necessary for Peace (Pamphlet)
At 5:30 the Stetsoi "Mad HatIn Madrid, amid savagery and dent, Jerome Zipkin, vice-president,
tainment the rest of the evening.
Joe Knowles was doing fine unI Lindsay, S. M.—Labor and World
•presii
ters" wil] present a I nd concert,
horror,
the
like
of
which
Spain
has
1,
a
general
discussion
was
held
and Lyn;
til somebody stole his safety pin!
Barrett
retary- Peace (Pamphlet)
The Rollins folk-lore group will
Beta Lambda chapter of Alpha concerning present day topics in never before seen, the rebels con- treasurer.
One professor died a thousand
Rappard, W. E.—The Common dance on the lake sho
tinue to bomb the city, killing hunAfter a short discussion about Menace of Economic and Military
deaths when his class started play- Phi gave an informal tea Sunday Germany.
At 6:00 buffet dinner will
e future program, refreshments Armaments (Pamphlet).
was announced that moving dreds. Failing to capture the whole
ing "Farmer in the Dell" and afternoon in honor of their district
served on the lake shore.
governor, Mrs. Barbara Graves of pictures would be shown at the of the city, they have gained a were served and the meeting adpicked him for the cheese.
Russell, W. F.—Liberty
next meeting.
foothold in West Park, next to journed.
At 8:15 Rollins College will play
The ol' candid camera bugs were Philadelphia.
Equality.
The club meets every other Tues- University City, which is within
Any one interested in joining
also in their glory, cameras were
Mrs.
Winslow Anderson, Miss
Shotwell, J. T.—On the Rim of Stetson University at Tinker Field
in Orlando.
the French Club will be welcome the Abyss.
as "clicky" that day as a girl's prep Ethel Enyart, Dean Sprague, alum- day night at the Kappa Alpha the limits of Madrid itself.
to attend the next meeting. Watch
During the afternoon there will
school. Classes were simply rip- nae, and presidents of the college House. All students of German
The Shipping Strike
Williams, B. H.—American Dipcordially invited to attend.
eekly calendar for the date. lomacy.
be tennis and golf tournaments for
ping—those babies insisted that sororities were invited.
The seamen's strike seemed to
any
one who wishes to participate.
they couldn't read or write. Fun!
be greatly weakened last week
everyone enjoyed it. What's the
Full details for carrying out this
when it was announced that three
good word gang?
program are being made by Dean
hundred and thirty-five ships and
Enyart and his committee.
"Class of 1940"
twenty thousand men have left
New York since the strike began.
The strike has now resolved itWe went to Tampa. It was Fri- Gibraltar for any and all democBy being the last of the foreign tinent to San Franscisco, and sail self into a battle of craft unions;
students to be interviewed, Eduard from there to Japan, India, through the American Federation of Labor day, November the twentieth and racies." The A. P. of L .is priAdamek is in rather an unfortu- the Suez Canal and home.
convention at Tampa has condemn- the American Federation of Labor marily a peace organization, he
Convention was in full swing. Dele- went on, suporting the policy of
Ed's most vivid impression of
nate position, because there is al(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
gates sat at their little tables read- international peace and—bang goes
On Monday, November 23, there
Dr. E. C. Franklin, pioneer chem- most nothing left for him to say New York City was the dense trafing the Tampa Tribune which had a firecracker—just a playful little will be placed on exhibition in the
ist and world's foremost authority that has not already been said by fic of which he had never* seen
just come out and which told them delegate having his practical joke! Rollins Art Studio Library, a numon liquid ammonia, talked before the others. To the only thing that the like, and he lived in perpetual
of the interesting and exciting
ained to be done was to collect fear of being run over, with horns
the Chemistry Seminar group on
Friday was also a red-letter day ber of pictures, books, and clipthings which were happening at
pings relating to ancient Egypt,
his field of research. He outlined a hodge-podge of everything that blowing, and brakes squeaking and
the convention. Occasionally one for the Tampa Jail. They had Assyria, and Babylonia. This dispolicemen whistling. The traffic
briefly and clearly the material hadn't been said.
captured
sixteen striking mariners
would look up or nod agreement
play has been planned to aid teachcovered in his A. C. S. Monograph,
After eight years of secondai'y in Czechoslovakian cities does not
A larger crowd than ever be- with the speaker. Through the who were doing their bit for the ers and students interested in pre"The Nitrogen System of Com- chool, Ed is now qualified for the begin to compare with ours, and
longshoreman's strike and who paring for the showing of the picpounds."
high school" at Prague, which he indeed in the villages cars are al- fore, attended last Sunday eve- haze of smoke which hung over
claimed that they were arrested on
Liquid ammonia, according to Dr. plans to enter next year. He is most unknown. Drivers are for- ning's record concert in Mayflower the assembly could be seen gay yel- charges for which they were not ture "The Human Adventure" that
Franklin, is the liquid most like here on one of the scholarships of- bidden to smoke, and it is unlaw- HalL Mozart's "Symphony No. 39 low festoons and bunting, blue responsible. They were piled into is to be given at the Baby Grand
water in the ability to dissolve elec- fered by the Czechoslovakian min- ful to have more than two people in E Flat Major" and Sibelius' backgrounds with silver stars shin- about three tiny cells in which Theatre in Winter Park on December 1, under the auspices of the
trolytes and non-electrolytes. He istry of education and he didn't in the front seat, because the "Symphony No. 7 in C Major" ing forth and everywhere the
there was hardly room to turn Orlando-Winter Park Branch of
showed the surprising analogy ex- care where he was sent because driver must be allowed plenty of were featured. The British Broad- American Flag.
about or to stand upright. The the American Association of Unicasting Company's Orchestra peristing between the water substitu- his main reason for wanting a year
Through the chatter could be
As usual in European countries, formed both compositions, which heard Representative Brunnel of other inmates of the jail were enrsity Women.
tion products, the oxides and hy- in America is to study the conditertained constantly by their ren;re conducted by Bruno Walter
The exhibit will be open from
droxides, and the ammonia substi- tions here and to take courses in Czechoslovakia has compulsory
Canada making a plea for recon- ditions of Auld Lange Syne and
d Serge Koussevitzky respectivetution products, the nitrides and economics. After Commencement military training—two years which
ne
to twelve and from two to
ciliation of the A. F. of L. and the Sweet Adeline. The men were very
in June, Ed plans to spend two must be taken at the age of twen- ly.
amides.
C. I. O., and much clapping fol- intelligent and knew just where four from Monday through Friday,
Part of next Sunday's program
cept Thanksgiving Day, for two
At the conclusion of his talk, Dr. months in New York studying con- ty-one. However, those who want
lowing the statement made by one they stood on the whole quesweeks, and will be open Saturday
Franklin answered questions put ditions of business organization, to continue their studies may post- will be devoted to Moussorgsky- of the officials that the A. F. of
tion of the strike and the arrest. mornings, November 28 and Deby the students and faculty mem- distribution of goods, and adver- pone the training, though not be- Ravel's "Pictures At An ExhibiL. would "stand like the rock of
tising. Then he will cross the con(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
tion".
cember 5.
(Continued on page 6, col. 7)
bers present.

Art Studio Gives
Annual Exhibition
Of Japanese Prints

PRESIDENT OF STETSON

Professor Whicher
Gives Anthology To
Poetry Collection

The sermon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, November 22nd, w^s given by Dr.
W. S. Allen, President of Stetson
University.
Dr. Allen's sermon dealt with the
"Christian Principles in National
Life". Many of our beliefs fail to
give recognition to ideals of liberty, equality and justice.
The speaker gave many statistics concerning the percentage of
money spent on religion, education
and luxuries. He deplored the increasing sales of cheap literature,
and urged the cooperation of the
people in increasing the sale of
more cultural literature. In conclusion Dr. Allen said, "Let us be
of good courage and play the man
(Continuea on page 2, col. 2)

Library Receives
Peace Pamphlets
For Reading Room

German Club Elects
Officers For Year
At Meeting Tuesday

French Clubs Holds
Its First Meeting;
Billy Elected Head

District Governor
Of Alpha Phi Is
Entertained At Tea

Eduard Adamek Is Last of the Foreign
Students To Be Interviewed For Paper

Students Hear American Federation
Of Labor Convention in Tampa
Egyptian Pictures
Are Put on Display
At Studio Library

Dr. E. Franklin,
Chemistry Pioneer,
Speaks In Seminar

Symphony By Mozart
Feature Of Sunday
Evening's Concert

THE

TWO

Choir And Vespers Jo Be One Of The
MISS LULU BEH
Features Of Rollins Homecoming Week MLL_BE GIVEN
One of the most interesting features of the Rollins Homecoming
this Friday, will be the Vesper service in the chapel at 3:15 P. M. The
program is to be presented by Prof.
Herman F . Siewert, organist of
the chapel, in conjunction with the
Chapel Choir under the direction
of Prof. C. O. Honaas.
Mr. Siewert will open the program with the expressive and very
popular tone poem "Finlandia" by
Sibelius. He will also play the
prelude to the well known Wagner
opera "Tristan and Isolde".
The choir, under Mr. Honaas' direction and accompanied by Mr.
Siewert, will render a group of
five choral works. This group will
include the exalting "150 Psalm"
by Cesar Franck, and the effective
Bach chorale "Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring". In presenting this
chorale, the choir will be accom-

panied by the Leonard String Quartet playing from the chapel triorium. This manner of accompaniment was first used in the
chapel last Sunday, with very effective results.
The complete vesper program for
Friday is as follows:
The organ:
1. Finlandia (Sibelius).
2. Prelude to Tristan and Isolde
(Wagner).
^ h e choir:
3. 150 Psalm (Franck).
4. Crueifixus (Lotti).
5. We Adore Thee God Eternal (Allegri).
6. Litany in B flat (Mozart).
7. Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring (Bach).
The organ:
8. Tocatta "Thou Art The
Rock" (Mulet).

BURTON GIVES Dartmouth-Rollins
Debate Question of
CHAPELADDRESS Fixed Labor Wages
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

resolution as Howard Van Riper
and Stanley M. Brown of Dartmouth took a more conservative
stand. The Rollins orators told of
the many advantages that would
come about if only Congress were
to protect the laborer by minimum
wage legislation. On the other
side were the White Mountain
boys who foresaw a more terrible
series of strikes if there were a
minimum legal wage. Behind these
speach makers were three figures
without which the debate would
have been impossible, namely:
Mr. John V. Neale, Director of
Debate at Dartmouth College, and
Rollins' own Professor Harry R.
Pierce, who has sent many an orator to a successful career. The
third figure was Dr. Edwin O.
Grover, who was chairman of the
debate and who is Professor of
And the Germans named their Books at Rollins and an alumnus
ships after jokes so the English of Dartmouth.
wouldn't see them.
ping-stones of our better selves to
higher things.
Dr. Burton brought his talk to
a close with a quotation from Linsley, an obscure Australian poet:
"Life is mostly froth and bubble:
Two things stand like stone.
Kindness in another's trouble,
Courage for one's own."
Further adding to what was one
of the most outstanding programs
given in the chapel this year, Mr.
Honaas lead the choir in Bach's
magnificent chorale, "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring" which was accompanied by the Leonard String
Quartet.
Bryant Prentice lead the call to
worship. Perry Oldham the litany,
and George Fuller and Frances
Hyer read the lessons.

Sandstorm Is Seen
In the Picture "The
Human Adventure"

The "Gift" Problem Solved
Box Stationery $3.00 to 50c
Other attractive items, too.

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice

made by Stone Age men; wheat
from the days of Joseph; the stables of King Solomon; and many
other archeological finds of importance to the historians of ancient
The monuments, the great columns, and the carved stairways of
the Palace of Darius shown in the
film are among the finest examples of art and architecture in the
world and are rivaled only by the
glories of the Acropolis.
The showing of the film brought
a large attendance and it was a
pleasure to see that an honestly
educational picture could hold the
attention of an audience so well.
Get that wuve ol
distinction at

Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

Eda's
and remember
"Beauty ia a
Duty"

Warm sleeping garments for the Co-ed
Carter's Tuck Stitch, $1.95.
Carter's Balbriggans, $1.29.
Beauty Knit Tucli Stitch, $i:09 & $1.19.
Outing gowns, 69c to $1.19.
Pajamas, $1.00.
Blankets from $1.59 to $7.50.

The R. F. Leedy Co.
Dry Goods

Ladies' Wear

J ^ E D N E S j M Y ^ DECEMBER 2. 1936

S A^N P S P U R

W. E. BOEING TO Rollins Museum Has Lately Been The
Recipricant af Many Valuable Gifu
PRESENTAWARDS

SCAVENGER HUNT

All upper classmen are invited to join the Scavenger Hunt
and'wiener roast to be given by
the Freshman Class on Saturday
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
evening.
All students will meet in front candidate in analyzing his subject
is not "cute", and second, two
scenes which begin with practically of Carnegie Hall, and will be ; matter and drawing conclusions
the same dialogue. With this last given two hours to collect re- from it; (c) the merit of the paper
as a composition; (d) the originalweapon. Zona Gale had accomplish- quired material.
ity of subject matter; and (e) the
ed America's outstanding problem
choice of subject.
in the theatre, that is, giving the
Winner of First Award in this
audience pure and unadulterated
contest will receive a complete
rural American dialogue showing
Boeing Airline Pilot Flying Course,
the monotony and domestic routine
covering 250 hours of flight inin home life.
struction, far exceeding the reMiss Gale took the chance that
quirements necessary for a Transher play would not be accepted by
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
port Pilot License. This course
the public, but it was welcomed by
Canoeing on Lake Vir- covers the latest developments in
all who realized the need for just charge.
ginia during the afternoon. Fleet blind and instrument flying. Insuch a play.
cluded in the First Award is a
Miss Lulu Bett is a comedy of Peeples in charge.
8:15 P. M. Football game, Stet- choice of the Air Transport Engieveryday life showing the relation
neering Course, the Practical Aeroson
vs.
Rollins
at
Tinker
Field.
of Lulu and her sister and brothernautical Engineering Course, or
in-law with whom she lives. The
any semi-tropical course offered a t
dialogue and clever characterizathe Boeing School. Winners of the
tion accompany the working of the
Second, Third, and Fourth Awards
plot from beginning to end where
may choose one of a number of
Lulu finds a lover and happiness
technical and semi-technical courses
which will satisfy the audience
and will, in addition, receive 25
looking for a happy ending. In
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
hours of dual and solo flight inMiss Lulu Bett, Zona Gale has followed the three unities: unity of Years Old" and with Leslie How- struction. Two alternate candidates will be chosen for possible
time, place and action, first used ard in "Berkeley Square".
During the Norman Bel Geddes' awards in the event that winners
by Croneille in the seventeenth
production of "Hamlet" starring are unable to qualify physically.
century.
Raymond Massey, Miss Lockhart
Miss Gale, born in 1874, joined
became acquainted with the late
the staff of the New York World
Miss Annie Russell, in whose honor
after graduating from college but
Mrs. Bok was building the Annie
after three years of newspaper
Russell Theatre at Rollins.
work she devoted her time to writAfter the closing of "Hamlet",
ing. Later she published several
Lockhart came to Winter
books including Miss Lulu Bett. In "M:
Park
to assist Miss Russell in the
1920, this book was rewritten as a
play and won the Pulitzer prize in production of the opening of the
heatre and the dedicatory perform1921.
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
ance of "In a Balcony". The production of this play featuring Miss
Russell led to the founding of tha
Republican Reorganization
Professional Artists Series which
"W^hy did we f a i l ? ? "
Miss Russell directed until her
Three weeks after their overdeath last year. During the years whelming defeat at the hands of
Miss Russell w^as active in direct- the New Deal Democrats, leaders
Last Sunday evening's recorded ing and managing the professional of the Republican party asked
concert consisted of Brahm's "Sym- artists series and in organizing and themselves this question.
The conclusion they reached was
phony No. 2 in D Major" played by directing the Annie Russell ComStokowski and the Philadelphia pany, Miss Lockhart served as her that they had not succeeded in living up to their promise of a shift
Symphony Orchestra, and Rach- assistant.
maninoff's "Rhapsody for Piano
After Miss Russell's death. Miss towards liberalism; their campaign
and Orchestra on a theme by Pa- Lockhart directed the completion strategy followed the reactionary
ganini".
of the professional series at the leadership of the Old Guard.
Liberal Republican leaders are
This latter composition was also request of President Hamilton Holt,
performed by Stokowski and the and directed the production of almost unanimous in their plea for
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, "Candle-Light" last season by the a drastic change in the organization of their party, but the queswith Rachmaninoff himself as Annie Russell Company.
piano soloist.
During her association at Rol- tion is where will they start?
They can't very well throw all
Next Sunday's program will be lins Miss Lockhart has directed
of extraordinary interest. It will her own summer theatre in New the Old Guard members of the Recontain: Greig's "Sonata in C Hampshire and two plays, one at publican party out of office withMinor" for violin and piano, and Haverford College, and the other out arousing the ire of many of
the Republican supporters. As
Schonberg's "Transfigured Night" at Bryn Mawr.
for string orchestra.
The Annie Russell Series, named the New York Times recently
in honor of Miss Russell and which stated: "Many of the discredited
supplants the professional artists leaders are elected in a primary
series, opens on January 15 with by the enrolled Republican voters."
a production of "Men Must Fight"
There have been cases before, in
by the Annie Russell Company. 1892 and in 1912, when the ReMiss Lockhart will direct "Men publican party was in a similar
Must Fight" as well as the Annie predicament to that which it now
There will be a meeting of the Russell Company productions of finds itself; yet each time it has
Spanish Club tonight at 7:30 at "Bird in Hand" on February 5 and come back. I have no " definite
the home of Mrs. Lamb, 749 An- 6 and "Private Lives" on April plan to offer to the Republicans,
tonette Avenue.
1 and 2.
but I contend that with proper reThe meeting is for the purpose
Other features in the Annie Rus- organization, a change from reacof electing officers, and thus there sell Series this year will be a song tionary platforms and tactics to
will be no topic for discussion.
Tecital by Elizabeth Schumann, more liberal ones, a display of inprima donna soprano, a lecture by terest in the masses as well as of
Thornton Wilder, author, on Feb- the individual groups, and a reviruary 12, and a production by the sion in the lists of leaders wherTOMOKAN MEETING
This evening at 7:30, the staff Annie Russell Company of Baron ever possible and practical, the
of the Tomokan will meet in Paul D'Estournelles de Constant's Republican party 'need not have
Fox Dormitory. Ali members new play, "In Time of Passion" to any fear of being forced out of the
political picture.
be directed by the author.
are urged to attend.

Rollins College To
Entertain Stetson
Homecoming Day

LOCKHART HEADS
RUSSELL SERIES

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

Brahm's "Symphony
No. 2 In D Major"
Played For Concert

Spanish Club Meets
Tonight At 7:30 To
Elect New Officers

Mrs. Helen Rae Is
Recognized for Work
In Folklore Field

Reports have it that a public
speaking course at Amarillo College, Texas, includes instruction in
the arts of polite heckling, asking
Rollins students will be interembarrassing questions, hissing,
and acceptable booing.—Syracuse ested to know that the name of
Mrs. Helen Rae, director of the
Daily Orange.
folklore department, appears in the
1936 edition of "Principal Women
of America".
This book is published by Mitre
Press, London.
Mrs. Rae was honored in recognition ot her work in the field of
folklore.

"Today's undergraduate is alert,
sophisticated, in-on-the-know, intelligent, clever, cynical, sure. He
is not burdened with a sense of
humor, he entertains self-pity, he
thinks the world owes him a living, he is understandably apprehensive, he is tempted to drop his
pieces of meat for what he sees
reflected in the water. He is not
inclined to properly evaluate the
country in which he has played no
pioneering part. He does not believe in Santa Claus."—Fannie
Hurst pans the undergraduate.

An alarming shortage of room
and board jobs may cause 200 students of the University of Wisconsin to withdraw from school.

OUR OLD BOOK DEPARTMENT
NOW OPEN
Special Florida Shelf
Modern Library Collection—115 Titles
First Edition of GONE WITH THE WIND, and
other recent books. Unabridged Dictionary, etc.

The Bennett Electric
Shop

Phone 354

The Sandspur
Will be on sale at the following places—

Electric Heaters

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
354 Phillips Bldg.

ROLLINS

The Bookery

for young men

AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

Suedes or calf skins
green, cocoa brown or deep
brown. Yoke backs, shirred, or
half-belt backs with inverted
pleats.
Suedes, $8.50 to $15.00
Calf skins, $12.50
Mezzanine

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario and Chr
Winter Park, Phone 413

The Rollins Museum has been
the grateful recipient of many
valuable gifts, such as the insects
giy^n by Mr. D. F. Berry, and the
collection of some two hundred
species of Atlantic sea-weeds and
sea-mosses, given by Miss Alice
Hurd, a winter resident of Winter
Park. Dr. Styles of the faculty is
sending us his card catalogue of
zoological genera, an important
addition.
Starting with one hundred slides,
Mr. Davis will soon be the possessor of a complete collection. These
slides will cover all the bird life
of the state of Florida. They were
prepared from the original negatives taken by Mr. S. A. Grimes

of Jacksonville, Florida. Mj.
Grimes is an outstanding photogrt.
pher of birds, his work ig used by
the Audubon Society and often ap.
pears in United States periodicaU,
Few students, except those
scientifically minded ones th«»
spend their time studying i^
Knowles, even realize that the museum is there. Perhaps this is because, as 'M^: Davis put it, it is not
quite as large as the theatre or
the Chapel, hence not as noticeable. However, it is there and it
is well worth a little effort on your
part to try and find it, it is the
only museum in this section and
there are some very interetsing
things displayed there.
Last year, John Fluno collecteti
two or three hundred specimens,
mostly insects, and some shells,
which are now being prepared for
display.
After gathering this information, I asked Mr. Davis what his
"pet' specimen was, and as a parting shot, he pointed to Maurice
Henshaw and said "There it is!"
He is being assisted by Maurice
Henshaw and William F. Davis.

Dean Anderson Goes Dr. Arthur Harris
North to Attend Two To Speak In Chapel
Sunday, Dec. 6th
College Conferences
Dr. W'inslow S. Anderson, dean
of Rollins College, left for Richmond, Va., Monday to attend the
annual meeting of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools this week.
After the Association meeting in
Richmond, Dean Anderson will go
to Birmingham, Ala., to attend the
annual meeting of the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Association. Rollins College is a member
of both associations.

(Co

ued frc

page 1. col. 5)

to go from Paris with supplies for
the First Division, advancing under
fire in the drive on Soissons.
He has been president of tho
Convention of Northern Baptists
since 1921, and also vice-presMent
and treasurer of the Ministers and
Missionaries Benefit Board. He
received the honorary degree of
Dr. of Laws in June, 1936, from
Denison University in Granville,
Ohio.

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

.^

5:00
7:30
8:00

Organ Vespers
Spanish Club Meeting a t Mrs. Lambs
French Club Meeting at Mme. Bowmans

7:30
8:15

International Relations Club Meeting at Cross Hall.
"Rollins on the Air", Mrs. Holmes speaker. WDBO

2:30
8:15

Annual Homecoming Program Begins
Football game. Stetson vs. Rollins at Tinker Field

9:45

Morning Meditation.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 6
Dr. Arthur M. Harris, speakor

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8
7:30

German Club Meeting

6:00

Organ Vespers

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

WASHING — POLISHING — WAXING
for your car

Newcomers Sl^pll Station
Corner Fairbanks & E. I'ark Ave.

December 2, 1936.
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:
Cosmetics—Everyone should see Miss Johnson or
Miss Bennett about their make-up... They are expert
cosmeticians over at DICKSON-IVES. They will help
you to find out the different shades of color that will
blend most becomingly with your complexion.
DICKSON-IVES carry in complete detail all Helena
Rubinstein, Charles of the Ritz, Tussey, Dorothy
Grey and Yardly make-up. Many of these are carried
exclusively by DICKSON-IVES

Landers Drug Store

242 E. Park Av

Leather Jackets
AMERICAN LAUNDRY

The Rollins Museum has grown
and is still growing! This year we
may examine five times as many
shells as we could last year. From
fifteen to twenty mounted birds
are expected soon and these promise to be the beginning of the most
outstanding feature in the museum.
In time to come this collection wiil
be enlarged in proportion to the
funds available.

Argyris, campus agents.
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

MARKETESSEN
Phone 323

Xmas will be here soon and it will be to your advantage to look over the make-up travel kits carried
by DICKSON-IVES. They range from $2.25 to
$32.00, so you need not be afraid of price.
Every conceivable kind of perfume can be bought
over at DICKSON-IVES and in any quantity. Secret
of Suzanne, by Suzanne herself can now be bought
over there.
~

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1936
i<

THE ROLLINS

All Work And No Play''
Sums Up Job of Managers

By ALFRED McCREARY
As eleven men run down the field on the opening kick-off, we feel
it safe to say that few, if any, are thinking of the preparation aside
from the coaching, that is necessary in order to provide as much protection as is possible for the players.
Little is known of the thankless
job of the managers. We see them game. Along with this is i
rushing out onto the field with three rolls of two inch bandage
water buckets and labor under the one roll of three inch
And not only must we think of
illusion that their task is an easy
one. This dea is erroneous to say what goes on in the locker room
the least. It is up to them to see before the game and on the sidethat all is in readiness for any lines during the game, but after
emergency that may arise. It is the game is over, when the footthey who are responsible for the sore and weary lads troop into their
one hundred or so sticks of gum dressing room, four pints of althat are masticated before and cohol, rubbing alcohol, is welcomduring the game. They must be ed into the sore muscles.
sure that there are at least a dozWe feel that not enough recogen or more lemons ready for the nition is given to the unceasing
use of the players if they so desire and untiring work of the m;
them. Along with this goes a box of gers. It is not enough that they
cube sugar that seems a necessary must work before and during the
item for the complete manager's game, but after the players have
left the locker rooms, it is up to
kit.
It may be interesting to know the managers to see that all is left
in order and ready for the next
that there is approximately 708 practice.
feet of tape used to wrap the
They must be ready at all times
ankles, wrists and shoulders of the to run any errands or do any odd
of the gridiron at each jobs that is deemed necessary.
Let us therefore consider, every
now and then, as we give our praise
to the heroes of the game that it
is through the managers that
these heroes are attended. They
lighten the burden of the players
and go a long way toward making
the team as a whole a successful

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice
Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E-S.T.) NBC

ETCHINGS:
Gody Prints
Currier & Ives Reprints

THE BOOKERY
Only 18 more student shopping days. Gift items, personal Christmas cards.

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

Electric Roasters, $23.95

WINTER PARK ELECTRIC SHOP
Day and Night Service on Radios
Phone: Day 29—Night 204

Going for a Holiday Trip?
Check up at

Newcomers Shell Station

SANDSPUR

Million Cross Bay Bridge; Millions More Coming

Opened to trattic after three years of construction, the $77 000 000 San Francisco-Oaktand Bay bridge,
longest in the world, is shown here from Yerba B uena islpnd, with the San Francisco skyline in the
background, as the span bore the ]am of week-end traSc. More than 1,000,000 persons crossed
the bridge in its first four days of use. Of the 8% miles of this bridge's length, more than half
the distance srans water.

THE MODEBM bus of today is a vast contrast lo Ihs hazardous meana
oi travel the Pilgrims used to visit their loved ones ior Thanksgiving. With ultra-modem motor buses over scenic November highways you should not miss Thanksgiving dinner with the home-iolks.
The cost ia so much less than any other way—a fourth that of
driving your own automobile—you can save enough to buy tho
Thanksgiving turkey. Big, roomy buses oi litest design . . , frequent
departures that enable you to leave whenever you wish . . . the
cares of driving in the hands oi an expert make this the most
enjoyable way to travel.

Save Enough for Thanksgivina Dinner
One Hound
Jacksonville
$2.50 §4.50
Daytona Beach .. 1.30 2.35
W. Palm Beach .. 3.55 6.40
Tampa
1-75 3.15
Miami
4.75 8.55
Gainesville ..._
2.30 4.15
Lakeland
1.25 2.25
Ocala
1-85 3.35
4.70
Ft. Pierce
2.60
St. Petersburg .... 2.40 4.35
Tallahassee
4.80 8.65

0°e Round
Atlanta
$7.I5..$12.90
Chattanooga
8.80 15.85
New York
15.60 28.10
Wash'ton, D. C. 12.65 22.80
Cincinnati
12.75 22.95
napolis
14.30 25.75
Chicago"'
16.60 29.90
Savannah
5.05 9.10
Augusta
6.35 11.45
New Orleans
10.70 19.30
Philadelphia
14.40 25.95

1 0 % Reduction on All Round Trips

UNION BUS STATION
Hamilton Hotel — Phone 9179

^.|j^|.yji'.f«!iJ»[{)lllU-f

By JANE WILLARD
"The people, yes, the people, everyone who got a letter today and
those the mail-carrier missed."
Carl Sandburg swings a mighty hammer, beating out the heart
pulsations of the people.
His philosophy is a great throbbing force, warming the life blood be here a long time i you'd better
)f the people. Hope and faith are get used to them!
renewed in, yes, the people.
"As labor is the common burden
"Drove up a newcomer in a cov- of our race, so the effort of some
ered wagon. "What kind of folks to shift their share of the burden
was there in the country you came onto the shoulders of others is the
from?" "Well, they was mostly a great durable curse of the race."
lowdown, lying, thieving, gossip"I hold if the Almighty had
ing, backbiting lot of people." ever made a set of men that should
"Well I guess stranger, that's do all of the eating and none of
about the kind of folks you'll find the work, he would have made them
around here." Drove up another with mouths only and no hands;
newcomer. "What kind of folk and if he had ever made another
live around here?" "Well, strang- class, that he intended should do
er, what kind of folk was there in all the work and none of the eatthe country you came from ?" ing, he would have made them
"Well, they was mostly a lawbid- without mouths and all hands."
ing, decent, hard-working, friend"I never knew a man who wished
ly, lot of people." "Well, I guess
to be himself a slave. Consider
stranger, that's about the kind of
if you know any good thing that
folks you'll find around here."
no man desires for himself"
Good or bad, weak or strong,
Capitalists, cheaters, racketeers,
they are all the people. They will profiteers, forget not the people.
It is their strength, their money
that you use. In their sweat and
blood is the life of the nation. Whoever betrays the people will destroy the life blood of the nation.
"The people," said a farmer's
wife in a Minnesota country store,
while her husband was buying
a post-hole digger, "the people,"
she went on , "will stick around a
Barton Mumaw, Former Rol- long time. The people run the
lins Student, to Dance
works, only they don't know it yet
—you wait and see."
MUMAW GREAT SUCCESS In every nation live THE PEOPLE with the same thoughts, desires, dreams. They speak the same
Ted Shawn, America's foremost language too, only in different
male dancer, and his company of tongues.
men who are to appear at the Or^
"The strongest bond of human
lando Municipal Auditorium or sympathy, outside of the family
Monday night, Dec. 7, reached their relations, should be one uniting all
training camp near Eustis Mon working people of all nations and
day.
tongues and kindreds."
Shawn and his company will
"Man will never write," they
spend six weeks in Florida this said before the alphabet came, and
season preparing their new prO' man at last began to write.
gram and keeping fit for the re^
"Man will never fly," they said
mainder of their winter tour, which before the planes and blimps
will take them from coast-to-coast, zoomed and purred in arcs windHavana and Canada. This company ing their circles around the globe.
was the only American dance at"Man will never make the United
traction to be invited to London States of Europe, nor later yet the
during the King's Jubilee for a se United States of the world. No,
ries of recitals at His Majesty's you are going too far when you
theatre.
talk about one world flag for the
Barton Mumaw, son of Mr. and great family of nations," they say
Mrs. P. B. Mumaw of Eustis,
Dictators, statesmen, and wouldmember of the company. Mumaw
was educated in the Conservatory be-leaders do not forget the
of Music at Rollins College, from strength of people, their power, do
which school he left to study under not forget the meaning of the peoShawn. He has won increasing ple, do not forget the people! For
success and recognition from pub- the people run the works only they
lic and critics both in London and don't know it yet—you wait and
in America as a dance artist of the
Carl Sandburg has dug deep
first rank.
The program which will be pre into the roots of the people. He
sented in Orlando covers a wide found these roots were strongly
range of subjects bridging the gap fastened into the very core of the
earth. For the cynic and the faint
from the most primitive to
modern. All of the dances have of heart it will be like transferbeen created by Shawn, and many ring after years of living in a narof them are to music by Jess Meek row, breathless prison cell to the
invigorating top of a mountain
er, accompanist for the group.
The evening's entertainment will peak. New hope and courage in
open with an interpretation of the life and the meaning of the
tribal themes. These include: In- people will be restored to all those
dian, Sinhalese, and Maori dances. who read Car] Sandberg's "Tl*"
Next follows "Kinetic Molapi" a People, Yes".
suite of 11 dances based on Strife,
le davenport held the twain,
Love, Death and Thinks After
lir damsel and her ardent swain.
Death. The third group is a s(
He and she.
of folk and art themes, and the
But then a step upon the stair.
final section of the program is
Her father saw them sitting there
voted to religious dances.
e—and—she.
Tickets are on sale at Rollins
—Furman Hornet.
College hep-inning today.

SHAWN TO APPEAR
SCIENCE ACADEMY What Does Your Father Do? DECEMBER ITH
HOLDS MEEIING
Dr. Wise, Roliins Professor,
Reads Paper
HELD

AT

STETSON

U.

If the popular conductor of
well-known amateur hour were
put the question "What does your
father do?" to the students at Rol
lins College this year, he would get
a wide variety of answers.
According to statistics revealed
today, the parents of Rollins students are engaged in nearly 75 different major occupations.
As an occupation, "manufacturing" leads the list with 33. Twenty-three of the parents are doctors
in addition to two who are dentists. The occupation of business
executive is listed by 22, lawyers
number 21, and 20 are merchants.
Under the classification of "retired" there are 18 listed.
The occupation of citrus growers and farmer accounts for 13 parents, and a like number are en-

gaged in the real estate businei
Twelve are in insurance, eleven
are salesmen, ten are teachers,
eight are ministers, eight are bankers, and six are engaged in some
occupation connected with the
railroad business.
There are five parents who
stock brokers, and the same n
ber are contractors. Under the
Occupation of engineer, nu
plumber, and oil business there
four each. Three each are engaged
in civil engineering, newspaper
work, publishing, the lumber busi'
ness, and three each are foremen
and carpenters. Two each are <
trical engineers, service station
operators or attendants, artists,
public accountants, theatre ex
tives, mechanics, and government
service workers.

The Florida Academy of Science
held its annual meeting at Stetson
University on November 20.
The Florida branch of this Academy, founded last year, is the
youngest one in this national organization.
r. Louis E. Wise, professor of
chemistry at Rollins, and Mr. Abe
Meer, an alumnus, gave a paper
on "Cellulose of Spanish Moss'.
One of the most interesting paAmong occupations represented
pers in the meeting was given by
by one parent are director of a
Christian P. Heinlein from Florida
community chest, radio news com
State College for Women on "Some
mentator, chamber of commercf
Consequences of Pseudo-Mathe
secretary, author, and orchestra
atics and Quase-Measurement ii
leader. Other miscellaneous c
Psychometrics, Education and tht
pations listed by parents include
;ocial Sciences."
the following:
Mr. J. E. Spurr, geologist and
Financial publicity, member of
esident of Winter Park, was elect
the New York City Bdard of Transd chairman of the physical science
section of the academy.
Famous Portrait Painter Died portation, political scientist, pub'
lie utilities manager, lawn busiIn Poverty
The group was invited to meet
ness proprietor, statistician, seci
at Rollins next year.
rities, dry cleaning, geologist, pu
Dean Anderson, Professor WeinINVOLVED IN SCANDAL chasing agent, will worker, cloth
berg, Mr. Davis, Dr. Herbert Osbroker, agricultural expert, poul
born, Miss Shor, Dr. Stiles, Dr.
try business, architect, mining,
steamship agent, hotel business,
Mr. McKean, in his ;
Salstrom, Dr. Waddington, Dr.
Wise, and Mr. J. E. Spur are char- last Thursday, told the life story vocalist, interior decorator, referee
in bankruptcy, camp manager,
of the unfortunate Rembrandt.
ter members of the Academy of
Born during a period of national distributor, manager of a dining
Sciences.
spirit in the history of Holland, hall, heating specialist, printer,
Rembrandt was both influenced by transportation, florist, and libraand closely associated with the re- rian.
bellion of the Netherlands. These
people had become tired of being
governed and heavily taxed by the
Spanish.
Then came the rehellion which
was headed by William the Silent.
By means of determination, persence, and strength, they established their independence and soon
became so powerful that they conti oiled about one-half of the Reports of Sub-Committees
world's trade.
To Be Given
Although he attracted little attention in art school, he was imSTUDENTS ARE INVITED
mediately pronounced a genius
when he painted his mother's portrait.
) There will be a meeting of the
Inter-racial committee Friday eveSo he was sent to art school
Amsterdam, then, as now, the most ning, November 27, at the home
important city of the country sur- of Professor France.
rounding him. He studied there
This meeting will be largely deonly six months but returned again voted to reports of the various
to be greeted by success and popu-committees, consisting of the
larity. His portraits were painted
Hungerford School Committee, day
well and he soon became well
CHILLY?
nursery, grammar school, library,
known.
He married Saski, a woman with and program committee. The requite a good deal of money, and ports made by these committees
Sleeveless Slipovers
built a large home. Because of will be based on investigations
poor management, he soon wasted made during the past few weeks.
Sport Sweaters
noney and much of hers. MisThere will also be a discussion
Coat-style Jackets
piled up upon misfortune, concerning the health and hospital
with talon fasteners fortune
wife died of tuberculosis and
i^as
left
with
a
good
sized
inAll-wool Windbreakers
heritance which he soon spent.
Leather Jackets
Then there was a scandal which
Leather Coats
involved both him and his house- Now is the time to select
your Christmas Gifts
(Have you seen the new Nor- keeper.
at
Still they piled on. He, still the
coat
with
the
folk-style leathe
bad
manager,
lost
Saski's
estate
full belt?)
and was reduced to absolute squaTHE STUDENT'S JEWELER
lor. He lived thus with his houseMcGregor Sportswear
keeper until she died and until his
eyes began to fail him.
He died and was buried at the
COLONIAL STORE
public expense of seven dollars.
Phone 402
Rembrandt was interested in
light and its effect on form.

MCKEAN lALKS DF
T'S LIFE

INTER-RACIAL TD

Travel by MODERN BUS

Student Reviews **The
People, Yes** by Sandburg

conditions for the negroes, and
plans will be made at this time for
a discussion to be held at Hunge
ford School to talk over varioi
problems of the negro. A date will
then be arranged for a visit of the
County Superintendent of Schools
to discuss the finances provided ir
the State for negro education ir
comparison with that for th(
whites.
All students interested in interracial problems are invited to attend this meeting.

See BAKER'S for

Grover Morgan's

R.C. BARER, INC.

Come out to

ROLLERSKATE
Kentucky Ave.
Near Tinker Field
Orlando

Carolina Moon
Skating Rink

Q)u^a^m(^li<!U>n.
says, "Match your rouge, lipstick and nail polish." And don't
ignore the allure of Elizabeth
Arden's makeup for your eyes.
It gives a silken sheen to the
lashes and looks perfectly natural. Available in black, brown,
blue and green.
Toiletries—Street Floor

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

THE

TWO
see a Tar record of seven wins, with
defeat.
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellt.}unded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
us gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a
feer, wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be jound ufon
investigation
to be among ihe extraordinary
qualities oj the
SANDSPUR.

1935
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Plssocided Cblle6iate Press
Distributor of

Golle6ial:e Di6est
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
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420 M a d i s o n A v e n u e , N e w Y o r k C i t y
400 N o r t h M i c h i g a n A v e n u e , C h i c a g o

Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for
two terms, or P3.00 for the full college year.
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Stetson Next!
Continuing their policy of knocking off
favored rivals with bone-crushing regularity,
our Rollins Tars, under the tutorage of Jack
McDowall, the sagacious sage of Rollins gridiron glory, thrilled their favorites by tacking
a 21-19 defeat on the tails of the Florida
" B " team Thanksgiving evening.
As the season draws to a close Friday
night, when our surprising Tars grapple with
Stetson Hatters, six wins against one loss
is recorded. Significantly, with a clean-cut
win over Josh Cody's reserves permeated
with last year's varsity ineligibles, and this
season's remarkable showing, taking points
in his quest for a "big time" 1937 schedule.
Certainly Rollins' showing against the
Gators puts the State University on the
spot. Coach McDowall admittedly was pointing for this week's clash with Stetson, and
prepared no defense for the Gators "razzledazzle" offense.
Besides this, the Tars, after the Tampa
encounter, were forced to drop their crutches
on the sidelines as they lined up for the opening kick-off.
Hal Brady delivered toe-sliced punts into
the coffin-corner territory, played with a
broken rib, received early in the game.
Only fumbles and penalties by the Tars
kept the Gators in the ball game. But for
these lapses Josh Cody's boys would have
taken a whitewashing instead of much reddened faces.
Once again Georgie Miller thrilled with
his amazing sprints, chalking up two more
touchdowns on gallops of 85 and 55 yards.
The Leesburg flash has a chance for high
scoring honors in southern football ranks
with eleven touchdowns in seven games.
More credit goes to the sophomore line as
these worthies improve with every game.
The Rollins forward wall impresses as they
turn back opponents on the defensive. On
the offense they open large holes for its hard
running backs.
Now for Stetson! After that we hope to
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CONSERVATORY
NOTES

Homecoming
On Friday, Rollins will celebrate its annual homecoming with an elaborate, yet well
planned, program. We are to be the hosts
to the students and faculty members of
Stetson University.
Rollins has a job to do. We must do this
job well. Not only will we be celebrating this
affair ourselves, but we must help Stetson to
celebrate this affair with us. With emphasis we must make them enjoy our homecoming.
Stetson is our oldest and most felt rival.
Because of poor relations among the students our annual games were dropped for a
few years. Two years ago relations between
the two colleges were re-established. Rollins and Stetson are friends again.
Last year the student body motored to
Stetson for the game. There, we were treated with respect. Now Stetson will come to
visit us. While here, we must treat them
with the same respect that was accorded us
last year.
The committee-in-charge has worked hard
on the plans. Before our visitors arrive on
Friday it is up to us to learn these plans.
Then we will be able to entertain in the correct manner. We will be able to show them
the student life that we are proud of. They
will see why the students at RoUins love
their college and campus life.
The game on Friday evening will be close,
tense, and hard fought. Stetson is coming
to win. Rollins is going out to avenge last
year's defeat. To date the Tars' record is
excellent. They will not mar this showing,
if it is within their power to prevent it.
Win or lose, Rollins students must earn
and keep the respect of the invading school.
Remember, we have yet to show our rivals
that we too can be respectful and friendly.

The Christmas Fund
Within the next few days the annual
Christmas Drive of the Rollins Chapel will
again be under way. As in the past it will
be the endeavor of the committee in charge
to raise sufficient money on the campus and
from Rollins supporters to materially aid the
needy of this community.
At this time of year such organizations as
the Red Cross and the Salvation Army are
also making concerted drives in the same direction. Their scope is Internationa and they
have gained for themselves a place of leadership among those who are dedicated to the
task of relieving human suffering.
Rollins cannot aspire to such a position,
but through its own initiative it has in the
past accomplished much of which it can be
justly proud. The Chapel Christmas Fund
is responsible for these achievements and
now once more it is attempting to duplicate
the work of previous years.
We who are part of Rollins can and will
give aid to many of our neighbors who are
less fortunate than ourselves. The abiUty to
give is a privilege which belongs to a few
and as members of this few we must live up
to the obligations which we have to humanity. In supporting the Christmas Fund we
are assured that that which we give has
gone for an imperative cause and that in
this community there are men and women
who appreciate what we have done for them.
It is not often that undergraduate body
and the faculty of Rollins are called upon as
a group to contribute to such a fund, and
it is not the policy of any organization on
campus to do so except upon real occasions.
It is ur belief that such an occasion is now
at hand and the Sandspur gives its hearty
support to the Fund and to those who seek
to carry it through.

Footnotes

INFIRMARY
INFORMATION

The Leonard String Quartet
made its first appearance a t the
Chapel Service Sunday morning
accompanying the choir in the
lovely Bach Chorale, "Jesu, Joy of
.Man's Desiring". This new organization is made up entirely of students, Broadus Erie, 1st violin,
Dante Bergonzi, 2nd violin. Theolore Klebsattel, viola, and Frederick Blachley, cello. It has been
named after Miss Mary Leonard
who was instrumental in its formation and who donated a large library of music for its use. The quartet will give Sunday evening concerts a t the Alabama Hotel during the winter. Mrs. Virginia
Smith, a graduate of Rollins, will
be the piano accompanist.
Miss Aroxie Hagopian was in
Miami last week-end where she
sang a t the Coral Gables Congregational Church and at the opening concert of the Mana-Zucca
Club series. Mana-Zucca. the famous composer and song writer,
was herself present.
William Vosburgh and Geraldine
Wachtell performed at a Chamber
of Commerce meeting in Orlando
h^t week. Bill played "Sevilla"
bv Albeniz-Heifetz, nnd Jerry sang
\ ilanelle by Del Aqua. Eleanor
(fiissen and Aida Smith were the
espective accompanists.
Ruth Melcher and Claudelle McCiarv drove to Daytona last Friday to play some appropriately
Spanish music at a meeting of the
Spanish Club there.
Claudelle
pla.ved "LaGitana" by Kreisler and
Ruth, "The Lady and the Nightingale" by Granados.
Hazel Bowen is singing at Vespers this afternoon the following
numbers: "The Cry of Rachel" by
Salter, and "My Laddie" by Thayer.
Sally Hammond and Ruth Melcher will represent Phi Beta over
WDBO Thursday evening on the
Rollins Hour.
Music forms a large part of the
program that has been arranged
to entertain the Stetson visitors
Friday. There will be a Vespers
service with choir and organ a t the
Chapel a t 3:15, a concert by the
Stetson University Band a t .';;00
on the lake shore, not to mention
tea-dance music in the Kappa Alpha Garden and Recreation Hall
during the afternoon.

This week the infirmary had a
change of heart. Instead of a
cocktail and a push out of the door,
longer visits were encouraged. The
A wide-open letter to Dean Enyart
Christmas spirit strikes in the
strangest places. The password
c/o Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
P. S. If not delivered within five days, t r y like Hell on the sixth. was "sore throat" and as soon as
you innocently put your foot on
Dear Dean,
'^ X- iP the doorsill and uttered the words,
you most likely found yourself in
We have been sitting here for some time now, with a bottle of
what they term a bed.
one of the better brands in front of us, a very cheap reproduction
Among the crowd who knew the
of "Custer's Last Stand" in back of us, a gas stove immediately
underneath us and a host of green-faced little pixies directly above password were Virginia Quantrell,
us. How long we have been here is a matter for conjecture. Suf- Eleanor Gwinn, Jane Axline, Sue
fice to say that Custer is not even standing any more, the little Terry, Dick Cutchin, Jack Fulton,
green pixies have grown little .green beards, the gas stove, once Bill Kishel, Dick Lee and Dick
immediately underneath us, has gone out and only God knows when Turk. I t is easy to see it was quite
it'll be back again. How long we will remain here depends entirely a gay week.
Then, of course, Frances Wilkin- sometime this week.
upon the time it takes to finish this letter—in other words about
Jane Russell finally left on Satnine more ounces. So here's to you dean and now there's only son was there again to catch up
on her correspondence and Kay urday after quite a term. One of
eight left.
Burgher loosened her rib again. her last nights she made herself
We're writing to you about the open bar situation which we would That's what makes the infirmary known as Dr. Pooh Pooh de doo,
very much like to see in effect here at Rollins. You would too if so cosy and homey—the old faith- and, stethoscope in hand, she paid
you had to do your drinking in front of Custer's picture and over fuls who show up every other day. visits to all the male patients to
a gas stove. But wait a minute dean—here's mud in your eye old Football this week exposed to take their pulses nnd examine their
man—we're going along a bit too fast. Let's begin at the begin- the chilly winds of Florida, came hearts. We couldn't find thc rethrough with more sneezes than sults, but thc infirmary is a difning.
bruises. "Snooks'* Mclnnis was ferent (quieter) place since Miss
It all started on Misgiving Day when we began to campaign almost the only exception and he Russell departed.
vigorously for our cause on the campus. "We want bars," we acquired a faintly pastel eye.
Robert Camerone Cuthell, IXth,
shrieked in all directions, "and we want 'em right away." ImmediFrank Daunis, Harold Brady, is suffering horribly from a nasal
ately before we could get any further, Billy Barr and all his rela- Carl Thompson, Rick Gillespie,
ailment, commonly known as a
tives were summoned to the spot, crow-bars were hurled at us by Warren Hume, and Dick Turk all
cold, but sternly refuses to go to
the hundreds from the administration building, the Conservatory dropped in on Friday, but more for
the infirmary again after having
started up several bars from the "Bars and Stripes Forever" and social rather than professional
served Jane Russell's term and
just because we couldn't handle bars we were put behind the bars. reasons.
finally in desperation taken afflicIt was the most ticklish situation we'd ever been in barring none.
"Soc" Soldatti is very much bet- tion upon himself.
We couldn't even get a barrister. And you know that when you
ter. He is up and punning again, P. S. Miss Schwartz is home
can't even get a barrister you're in a pretty bad fix. Well anyway,
and expects to leave for home again.
there we -were, burp—excuse please—and taking out our copy of
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER

"The Bridge of Sand" by Luis Rey, burp, we curled up for the
night. Now if you'll excuse us dean we'll take a little snifter here
before we freeze to death. Brrrr, hie, it sure is gettin' chilly.
Ahhhh. Now where were we? Oh yes, hie, the minute we heard
there was gonna be compulsory convocation attendance we flew off
the handle. "What is this?" we said. Those were our very words,
"What is this." In fact so satisfied were we with them that we kept
repeating "What is this, what is this, what is this," until we had
clean forgotten what we were talking about and had to scurry around
the block four times on our little scooter before we could close our
mouth. After that we ran into Van Beynum and when we had picked
him up, asked him jokingly who ran the Sandspur. He said it was
run by the student body. "It's the student's newspaper," he said, smiling wickedly and then added, "But just let 'em ti-y and get it." "Izzat
so?" we growled, looking for a fight over his shoulder. Luckily there
was nobody there at the time. Well here's looking at you dean. We
sure do wish you were with us.

Who's Who
on the

Rotlins

Campus

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
With the announcement by Premier Blum
of France that his country is anxious to settle the four billion dollar war debt, we wonder just what the cause of this move is. It
looks like a move in the interest of world
peace. We hope so!
This agreement between France and the
United States should affect Great Britain.
If they should decide to pay the debt, it would
make a strong tie between the three nations.
We hope that the United States won't allow itself to become too involved with these
nations. Both France and Great Britain
have taken definite stands on the heated
situation in Europe. So far we have managed to keep our^ hands clean of the whole
affair.
The last war should teach us that Europe
is not the place to lend money or to become
too friendly with at a time like this.
The President of our country did King Edward one better. According to news reports,
Roosevelt received a greater ovation than
was accorded the English Monarch when he
visited the Argentine as the Prince of Wales.
This conference in Buenos Aires is the
most encouraging meeting that has been held
in the cause of peace. It seems as if the
republics on this side of the ocean are anxious
to draw up peace agreements which will
mean more than writing on a piece of paper.

Charles Allen, 37—Charlie comes tive of Tampa and is a Kappa
from the Blue Grass country, down Kappa Gamma. In her freshman
in Louisville, Kentucky, and on year she was on the honorary volcampus lives at the Phi Delt house. ley ball team, and a cheer leader.
He is president of his fraternity, 1935 saw her on the student faculand a member of Pi Gamma Mu,
ty committee. Chapel Staff, volleynational honorary Social Sciences
ball team, and Order of Cat and
But to get back to the point. We hadn't gone very far when—ex- Fraternity. Also in the Peace So- Fox. Last year she was the indecuse us dean there's a little pixie here that says his name is Wild and ciety and working with Jack Mc- pendent representative to the StuWoolly Willy Wattles and he keeps upsetting the set-ups. Gulp-hic- Gaffin at the head of the Christ- dent Council. Also vice president
burp. We're sure glad you're not here with us dean, that is, well mas Fund Drive. His major is
of Upper Division, vice president
anyway—so then we saw Acheepooh Brown, at least we think we economics, which will head him for
of Key Society, and vice president
saw her, and we asked her how business was. "Rushing, Bam, rush- a career in big business. For his
as she galloped away hurriedly with us in hot sport Charlie chooses golf. His of Pi- Gamma Mu, member of Inner
brought down on the flag-pole line however when most recent claim to fame was his Council and Libra. Grace is Kappa
pursuit. W(
le of the hidden water-sprinklers on the la\vn. superb touchdown against the T. representative to the Student
we tripped
"Have a nice t r i p ? " said the first gardener. "You sure did fall for K. Ns, giving him the name, "one Council, majors in social sciences,
and is a cheerleader.
that one," said the second gardener. "Don't let it upset you though," play Allen".
said the third gardener. "Pick yourself up," said the gardener which
Paul Alter '37—Paul is a memPerry Oldham '37—Perry comes
reminds us that that's just what we need—a pick-up. Why don't you ber of Theta Kappa Nu and lives from Albany, N. Y., and is a memhave < dean? Ya know that for a minute I thought you were here off campus In Winter Park. This ber of Alpha Phi sorority. She
Isn't that a scream?
will make his fourth year as a came to Rollins in her sophomore
member of the varsity swimming year, transferring from Wellesley.
But to get back to the m n question once more dean. We know team, specializing in the middle
She majors in social sciences, and
that you're not interested ir Dur little worries or misadventures and distance freestyle and dashes.
is a member of Pi Gamma Mu.
we're real sorry now that w wrote the letter a t all. We only wrote Aquatics is not his only forte,
This is her third year in the A Capit because we wanted to sh- r you that liquor isn't intoxicating and however, for he has gained himself
pella Choir. She has been on the
that there ought to be bars a around or that they ought to be opened a berth on the varsity football
Chapel Committee, was last year
on Sundays or something. ^
did prove that alright alright eleven a t the position of end. He on the Hungerford School aid comdidn't we dean? (Ed. note: Why don't you go to bed Bam? The ques- was scribe for Theta Kappa Nu mittee, in girls' baseball, and altertion of open bars was passed upon a long time ago.) Oh! Well dean, fraternity in his sophomore year, nate representative from Alpha
we just heard that the bar situashion was all settled last week so you is a member of the "R" Club and Phi to Student Council. She is secbetter tear the letter up after all. Washay? Hie! Whoopee!
majors in history and education. retary-treasurer of Social Problems
His other interests include cross- Club, secretary-treasurer of Key
Shinsherly Yours,
country, basketball and diamond- Society, member of Libra, feature
ball.
writer on the Sandspur and on the
Grace Terry '37—Grace is a na- oratorical association.
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ROLLINS BEATS TAMPA TO UPSET PREDICTIONS 7 - 0
Injured Tars Face Stiff Battle Witli Florida "B" Team
GATOR SUB TEAM
NUMBERS SEVERAL
VARSITY PLAYERS

LINE DEFENSIVE
^ HALTS SPARTANS
i
IN FINAL DRIVE
Daughtery

Tallies Marker In Second
Miller
Stars

Rollins

Quarter;

^' The forward wall of the Rollins Tars rose to superb defensive
k: Veights Friday night in the closing minutes of a spectacular battle
(; to protect their 7-0 lead and dump the Tampa Spartan's out of the
•^ Little Four championship race, before 6,000 spectators in a furiously
k fought struggle waged at Plant Field in Tampa.
The 1

R o l l i n s ' f i f t h in six I ^ ^ ^ : = z z = z ^ . : = : ^ = : = i = = = =

^- starts and put them ii second
5. place in the Little Four
^- victory over Stetson will clinch this
position.
OLUC DAUGHtsTY-BAcn
GEORGE MILLER'BACK
B- The Rollins score came early in
This trio of bacfis led the Tar offense in their brilliant upset
i the second period, shortly after
day and if Daugherty and Brady have recovered from their inji
; Gillespie failed on a line sneak to
Gator reserves tomorrow night.
1 make first down on the Tamp;
four-yard line. Taking the punt Teams Play to Scoreless Tie;
> return on the Spartan 45, the Tars Theta Kappa Nu Wins 20-0
1^ opened their touchdown drive with
, a beautiful 25-yard pass.
THE X CLUB DEFAULTS
•weapon in the Rollins offensive
. artillery Curry Brady to Frank
Only two games were played
Daunis. Miller circled end
last week in the intramural toucheight, Brady and Gillespie hit
By BOB HAYES
football league and the result
ter for six and then Daugherty^
showed the ultimate winner to be
I former Southern star, crashed off
still anonymous.
• tackle for the touchdown from the
In upsetting the Tampa Spartans Friday night, the Tars gained a
The Phi Delts and the Indepen' seven-yard line. Gillespie pli
ajor objective of their season's campaign, and from that standpoint,
dents waged a furious battle and
kicked the extra point.
eason has been a success. The rollicking Tars put up a whale
were still fighting on even terms the
scrap against the Spartans and deserved the decision.
Line Play Vicious
at the final whistle. The Phi Delts
The line play of both teams
made the only threats at a score
so battering and vicious that i
when in the second period they
With two tough hurdles yet in their path, the Tars have a fightmen were hurt, the Tampa total vanced to the Non-Frat fifteening chance to wind up their season with seven wins against one
being five, and the heralded battle yard line but lost five yards in four
loss, which isn't such a bad record for a rookie ball club. Howof the rival flashes, Rollins' Miller doviTis. In the last period the Ph
ever both of the remaining clubs pack enough power to spill the
and Rudy Rodiquez of Tampa
Delts advanced to the Independeni
Tars should they suffer from a letdown. It's going to be a tough
thrown into eclipse.
thirty yard line where Ely,
row to hoe.
tempting
to
break
up
an
end
sweep
Miller flashed typical form
kick-off and punt returns, his best was hit by the interference and
A win over Stetson would cinch second place honors for the Tars
effort being a 49-yard runback of forced to retire from the game
in the state football muddle and push them high up the SIAA rata punt from his own goal line. with a broken collar bone.
With Ely, a stalwart defensive ings for the season. In meeting the Hatters, the Gobs face a rival of
Cornered on the right side of the
field he turned tail and cut for player, out of the game the Phi longstanding that will shoot the works to upset what will be a favored
the left side of the field where he Delts concentrated on his vacated Rollins eleven when they vie in our Homecoming tilt on the night of
sped up the sidelines. However center position and advanced, with December 4.
from scrimmage he was well bot- the aid of a pass from Brownell to
Twitchell, to the two-yard line for
tled up.
The Tar opponents tomorrow night are not to be underrated for
Tampa's pride, Rodriquez fum- a first down. After two unsuccessthey will be facing a combination of last year's and next year's
bled five times—Rollins recover- ful attempts at the line and and
varsity gridders from the University of Florida, and that isn't an
ing twice—and except for a 40-yard an incomplete pass Brownell atoutfit for Rollins to under-estimate.
run on a lateral in which he was tempted a field goal but it was
in the clear all the way, he played wide and low. Marshall kicked out
so dismally that the stands felt of danger and the remainder of the
Many of Dutch Stanley's regulars of last year's Gator varsity have
game was fought in midfield. Mar- been relegated to the " B " squad this year by Josh Cody. The Unisorry for him.
shall and Ely starred for the Inde- versity city rumors would have several lads listed on the reserve rosRodriquez Fumbles
Although the Tars turned back pendents and Twitchell and Smith ter this year that are not on the varsity only because they are inthree Tampa thrusts deep in their for the Phi Delts. The K. A.s won eligible, and that they will be rather prominent Gators another year.
own territory, the Spartans' best by default from the X Club to
scoring opportunity came when the round out the day's games.
This stacks the Gator reserves up as a pretty rugged outfit and
The Theta Kappa Nus defeated
ball bounced from Curry Brady's
should make them the favorites to draw the longer end of the
hands into Hayes', giant Tampa the Rho Lambda Nus 20-0 wit^
Thanksgiving Day wishbone tomorrow night... I'll take the Tars
an
impressive
offense
and
a
steady
tackle, on Rollins' 25-yard stripe.
to place a gentleman's bet on though.
The first
With two players running inter- dependable defense.
ference for him, Hayes appeared touchdown came in the first period
touchdown bound, but Miller seeped when a pass from Lauterbach to
Georgia and Duquesne did a pretty good job along the big time
in between them from the side and Caten from the thirty-yard line. A football front Saturday by neatly toppling the two outstanding Easthauled him down on the Tar twelve. twenty-yard line pass, Lauterbach ern footblal clubs and turning the Rose Bowl spotlight southward.
Rodriquez then made the first of to Lee paved the way to the sechis five bobbles. Rollins recover- ond score. Baldwin intercepted a
The Georgians must have learned a little about granite chiselpass late in the fourth period to
ed and the chance was gone.
for the final I ^^^ from the Stone Mountain sculptors before they treked to New
cross the goal 1
Line Displays Class
York to corral the Rams. They didn't seem to have too much
The last quarter was a night- tally.
trouble with the "seven granite slabs" that comprise the Ram
Next week this column will pubmare for the Rollins motorcade
forward wall.
constituents to whom the game lish its all-star intramural team.
This
team
will
be
picked
by
a
poll
seemed interminable. Their fears
were groundless, however, as of every first team player in the
It doesn't seem that Jim Crowley's "unwitting" strategy was enTampa couldn't have scored against league.
tirely responsible for his team's tumble but it was a fighting, emothe grim Tar line of Friday night
tionalized Georgia Bulldog that herded the Rams into a draw affair.
even with the help of the undefeat- one first down in the first half.
Georgia has a notorious reputation for essaying hte giant-killing role
ed Miami Varsity.
The team as a unit played bril- when they cross the Mason-Dixon line.
The Spartans' first bid came on liantly. Daunis, Hume, Matthews,
8 30-yard lateral pass play which Thompson, Kishel, Dennis, HosMy friend Damon Runyan McGee seems to have chunked his
was brought back to Tampa's 33 kins, Justice, Hayes, Turk, and
eight ball at my "glass chin" in his Sunday palaver. McGee justly
, where the alert referee saw a Tar Kettles, functioning in the front
relegates me to nonenity, but what I can't see is why he would
push Cox momentarily out of line trenches played powerful, incondescend to stp off his pedestal and devote a whole column to
bounds.
spired football, while Curry Brady,
such trivial stuff. Maybe it is indicative of his sense of proporAnother scare came when the gamely playing on a weak leg
tion. First he calls me a scribbler on a jerkwater college paper,
Spartans pulled themselves to- which finally refused to support
and then he writes his longest column of the year in taking issue.
gether long enough to launch a him, carried the ball for knifing
Maybe nothing else was happening along the sports front though.
drive which carried 70 yards from gains through the center of the
their own 20 to the Tar ten, where line.
the valiant Tar line tightened and
Besides the work of Miller, game
Red, in admonishing yours truly, kindly informs me that he saves
held.
ptain, Daugherty and ''Twinkle- my filler for posterity through the sole medium of his column. I sinThe last Tampa chance came toes" Mclnnis featured the scrim- cerely thank him for the information, for should I have taken the widewith a minute to play but fizzled mage gains along with Brady. spread circulation and interest of his column as a criterion, I would
when Mclnnis intercepted a Spar- Gillespie backed up the line in never have guessed its import.
tan pass on Rollins' thirty.
perb fashion and appears to have
Tars Miss Chances
clinched the place-kicking assignRollins also passed up several ment.
At least Red is indebted to me for finding something that he
chances to increase their lead.
could write about for a change. That's about hte first time he
Once when Miller intercepted a
has ever forsaken OHS and the Orlando tin ear racket. It's prob^ifty University of Toledo womSpartan pass and ran to the Tam- 1 have signed up to play hockey.
ably his first column devoted to anything at Rollins. There is
Pa 17 and again when Daunis re- iie season will end on November
only one basic difference between McGee and me and that is I
covered a Rodriquez miscue on
don't profess to be a writer.
24, when the two best intramural
Tampa's 28. The half stopped the teams will meet in the "Armyfirst bid while Brady's fumble
As for the dusty idea of his of readiitg' my own stuff instead of his
Navy" game.
ended the second.
column for amusement, I must admit I like it better myself and as a
Statistics Favor Tars
rul read it or that of some competent writer. Sorry not to have ever
Despite Tampa's 123 yards gainThe registrar at the University developed a taste for the mighty McGeeisms.
ed from scrimmage in the fourth of Oklahoma proved statistically
quarter to total 151 yards to Rol- that students with the thinnest
By the way, I wonder if the McGee has ever been panned by a
lins' 115, the Tars chalked up nine wallets get the most "A':
decent sports wrter—it seems that I remember glancing through
first downs to the Tampan's-^ix, two state legislators complained
some of Sam Butz' and Don Vincent's columns while amusing
largely due to the fact that the that the "flunking fee" is a hard
myself.
Spartans were able to register but ship on poor students.

INDEPENDENTS HE
PHI DELTA THETA

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

CUJSQ^

BRACHf-BACK

ver the Tampa Spartans last Friwill lead the Tars against the

Freshman TarletsTo Continue WorkOuts With Varsity
After closing their season last
Saturday with the Stetson Rats,
Coach Will Rogers' Rollins Tarlets will be absorbed by the Tar
varsity squad and continue to work
out with them until the varsity
concludes their season's campaign
with the Stetson Hatters on December 4 in their Homecoming
Day clash.
The Tarlets have wound up their
season by compiling a record of
one win against three losses. The
yearlings chalked up their lone win
against the Lakeland High School
Dreadnaughts and lost close decisions to the Tampa, Miami and
Stetson Rats.
Included on the yearling roster
are several boys who will be welcome additions to the Tar varsity
another year and the association
with the varsity for the remainder
of the season is designed to familiarize the freshmen with the MacDowall style of play before the
spring drills.
The Freshmen have been hampered all season by the lack of reserves and this factor has been a
major one in contributing to their
poor record. Their record is not
indicative of the power of the
freshmen and throughout the season they have outplayed their opponents until the closing minutes
of the games, when they tired to
allow the game to slip from their
grasp.

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS
The first intra-mural game of
the year went to the Kappa Alpha
Thetas when they won a decisive
28-9 victory over Cloverleaf in an
exciting basket ball game Tuesday afternoon, November 17. Following this game, the Pi Beta Phis
forged ahead of the Kappa Kappa
Gammas with a winning score of
18-8. Anne Whyte starred on the
Theta team, hitting the basket for
a score more times than any other
player of the afternoon, although
in the second half, Marcia Stoddard's quick guarding cut down
Whyte's opportunities to score.
Games scheduled for this week
are: Kappas vs. Thetas and Cloverleaf vs. Pi Phis.
Mention should be made of the
two girls whom "Moo-Moo" has
most benefitted during the first
half of the Fall term. They are
Kay Burgher who has gained ten
pounds, and Dot Ciccarelli with a
gain of nine pounds.
"I could stand in the middle of
the town common and shout 'Roosevelt is a conqueror' or 'Landon is
a fool', and I would scarcely be
noticed. Could such a thing happen anywhere in Europe? It is
blasphemy for this country to
speak of its having a dictatorial
government. You simply don't
know what dictatorship means."
Dr. Karl Loewenstein, visiting Professor of Comparative Government
and Jurisprudence at Amherst College, pays tribute to
government of today.
The First Catholic college i 1 the
United States was
at Newton, Maryla

Will be Slight Underdogs
in
Battle at Tinker Field

Thanksgiving

Vn injury riddled band of rollicking Tars will take on the strong
niveisity of Florida "B" eleven tomorrow night at Tinker Field in
Thanksgiving Day sponsored by the Orlando Junior Chamber of
(jmmerce for their benefit scholarship fund. The game will start
t S 15
::^
Bruises, sprains and lame muscles were prominent this week out
at Harper-Shepherd Field as a result of the Tars bitterly fought upset win over the University of
Tampa Spartans. Dougherty, Curry Brady and Kirby are nursing
injuries that may force them out of
action against the Reserve Gators
Stetson Scores On 21 Yard and seriously disrupt the Tar backRun In Second Quarter
fied.
The two days of practice this
TITVIE HALTS TAR RALLY week was almost entirely devoted
to the physical condition of the
Minus the punch to complete squad as Coach McDowall nursed
any of their three scoring oppor- the battered Tars rather than
tunities, the Rollins Freshmen take a chance on incurring furcame out on the short end of a ther casualties. With the excep7-0 score in their tilt with the tion of the three backs, the squad
Stetson Rats at Harper-Shepherd will be ready for the encounter.
field Saturday afternoon. It was
With nothing to gain and everythe closing game of the season for thing to lose, the Tars are serious
both clubs.
in their determination to protect
Frequent fumbles marred the their impressive record that they
Tar offensive throughout, and have compiled thus far this season.
Little is known of the strength
made the breaks that the Hatters
rode to victory. Early in the sec- of the Gator reserves, except for
ond period Stetson recovered a their 14-0 win over Abraham BaldRollins fumble, completed a twelve win College in Tifton, Ga., three
yard pass, and shook loose a fleet weeks ago. However rumors inquarterback named Smith on an dicate that the Floridians pack
off tackle play for the game's only plenty of power and speed and will
tonchdown. Smith went over for be a tough nut to crack. The rethe extra point on a fake pass that serve squad s made up of ineligibles and those not quite ripe for
caught the home team napping.
Rollins was definitely -the su- varsity competition.
perior team during the second half,
Included on the reserve roster
carrying the ball within the Stet- are several players who have playson ten yard line three times. But ed varsity ball this season and
the final drive was lacking. In numerous varsity regulars of last
the third quarter Rollins lost the year's eleven. Several of the boys
ball on downs on the Stetson six- from Gatoriand are from Orlando
yard line. They came back with a and the nearby vicinity. Zollie
fifty-yard drive only to fail again Maynard, a center, was the reguon the same six-yard line through lar varsity center last year and is
a fumble, and as the whistle blew alternate captain of the varsity
at the close of the game ,the Tars this year, and Ben Porch, last
were on the Stetson seven-yard year's varsity tackle, are Orlanline.
doans listed on the "B" squad.
Hoy and Justice wer e outstandWith this imposing array of taling for Rollin s, while Smith was ent at his disposal, Head Coach
the star of the Stetson outfit.
Josh Cody will arrive in Orlando
The lineup:
Thursday afternoon to direct the
Rollins
Pos.
Stetson play of the reserves against the
Bills
RE
Arnold Tars. This "B" eleven packs
Bouton
RT
Copeland enough power to make another
Knowles
RG
Cheatham blotch on the Tar record unless
McPherson
C
Cudmore they play another of those dogged,
Swann
LG
Sauls determined games such as were
Ogilvie
LT
Hansen the Tamp and Union affairs.
Hoy
LE
Schaeffer
Without any indicative scores to
Justice
QB
Smith aid the pool parlor prophets, they
Miller
RH
Kelly are forced to fall back on the poDaugherty
LH
Walkup tential strength of the two teams
Johnson
FB
Dorst to found their belief that the Gators will be the favorites when they
wallow with the Tars tomorrow
night The game will be close
enough to be a juicy morsel on the
Thanksgiving Day menu of entertainment
The annual cross country race
will be run on December 11 at 4
"What is your time worth? InP. M. Each fraternity will be cluding the cost of your tuition,
represented by four men, all of loss of labor, contributions through
whom must finish for points to the college, and other items, your
count.
time in college costs about $1.50
Will Rogers announces that each an hour. You should have this fact
contestant must record four trial in your minds throughout the four
runs which will be held from De- years." Renssalaer Polytechnic Incember 1 to 10 inclusive, with the stitute's President Hotchkiss inexception of the sixth.
forms the freshmen.

PBESHiNLOSETO
BABY HATTEBS ]-0

Four Men From Each
Fraternity To Enter
Cross Country Race

Probable Starting Lineups
Rollins

Florida "B"

Daunis

Mumbauer

Kishel

Kaleel

Dennis

Crabtree

Turk

Maynard

Hoskins

N. Davis

Matthews
Hume

Masters
Whiddon

Miller

Welles

Mclnnis

Eppert

Gillespie
Hal Brady

THE

ROLLINS

SOCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
ALUMNI NEWS

FRESHMAN DANGE
GIVEN BY K, A.

George Ganson was recently
elected vice-president of the Rollins Club of Cleveland. George exSeveral Novel Dance Contests
pects to visit Rollins Founders
I
Held During Evennig
Week.
Victoria Pierce is doing graduate j
„ . ,^
work at Leland Stanford Univer-| S T E T S O N ' H A T T E R S ' P L A Y
sity.
Kappa Alpha fraternity enterPaul Ney is studying at the
tained at an all-Freshman dance
Business Administration School of
Saturday night at their chapter
Harvard University.
house. All the members of the fraSid and Martha Carlson, Rollins
ternity, all the members of the
alumni from Tallahassee, spent
Freshman class, and the presilast week in Winter Park.
dents of every other fraternity on
Jim Tullis came to Winter Park
campus made up the guest list.
Thursday from Durham, N. C ,
The walk leading up to the K.
where he is taking medicine at
A. house was decorated with pilDuke University, to spend Thankslars from which hung streamers of
giving week-end.
gold and blue for Rollins and red
Prank Abbott, '29, stopped at and gold for the fraternity. Across
Rollins last week on his way from the front of the house in red and
his home in Norwich, Conn., to gold were the class letters of the
spend the winter in Venice, Fla.
freshman class in the Kappa Al
Blanche Fishback has been ap- pha colors. The mantle in tht
pointed assistant to the director for main room of the house and tht
the first production of the Annie stair rail were banked with red
Russell Series, Men Must Fight.
roses and fern.
The Gamma Phi Beta Alumnae
During the evening several novel
Club of Orlando and Winter Park
dance contests were conducted. The
held a meeting Friday night and
dance to determine the best dancelected officers. Virginia Richarders was w-on by Ruth Bradley anc
son Smith Was elected president,
Harold Brady; the "broom" dancs
Mrs. A. E. Dick, vice-president;
was won by Mr. Rhea Smith and
Mrs. Clark Jennings, secretary, and
Mrs. Granberry who were presentNancy Brown, treasurer.
ed with silver and black cigarOlcott Demming went from ette cases; Ray Hickok anc
Knoxville, Tenn., where he is work- Betsy Skinner succeeded in finishing on the T. V. A. project, to ing the "hat dance" without thi
Asheville, N. C , to visit Mr. and hat and were given tickets to thi
Mrs. Macpherson over Thanksgiv- Annie Russell series; and Jack Hoy
ing.
and Sally Hammond were given
passes to the Baby Grand for being in the lucky spot when the
music ended for one of the dances.
Mrs. Coe, Mr. and Mrs. Rhea
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Gran
By RICHARD ALTER
berry chaperoned the dance.
At 11 o'clock a supper was servIf you are looking for an ideal ed in the dining room.
The Stetson Hatters played for
spot to hold your Sorority teas,
breakfasts, or dinners, THE LIT- dancing^
TLE GREY HOUSE has recently
opened in Maitland. It is just a
three minute drive from the campus and is under the capable supervision of Mrs. Bryant Washburn, formerly of the Orange Court
Grill and the Fort Gatlin Coffee
Shop. MRS. WASHBUR^^ has an
enviable reputation in Orange
County lor her excellent food and
courteous service Telephone 9190-J
for your reservations.

AD LIBS

Here's a good scoop for book
collectors! KEN WINSLOW, proprietor ot THE SANDSPUR
BOOKSHOP, located in the Phillips
Building, E. Park Ave., Winter
Park, has one copy of the first
edition of GONE WITH THE
WIND, Even if you aren't a collector, a first edition is a good investment.
THE ROLLINS PRESS STORE
has the problem of Christmas Gifts
solved. They have a nice selection
of box stationery ranging in price
from BOc to $3.00.
If you would like your Christmas
Cards done by Rockwell Kent
and other popular American Artists, drop in and pick them out at
the BOOKERY.
ROLLER-SKATING is always
good fun. There is a new rink
opened in Orlando. It's the CAROLINA MOON SKATING RINK on
Kentucky Ave., near Tinker Field.
In case you've forgotten, Tinker
Field is where we play our football games.
The mechanic who was in the
TAMPA MOTORCADE was none
other than ANDY AHIK, proprietor of AHIK'S GARAGE on Church
Street in Winter Park. ANDY is
a firm believer in the advertising
value of the SANDSPUR and as
a mechanic we can say he rates in
the superlative class.
The people of Winter Park will
go to the polls December 2, to elect
a new MAYOR-COMMISSIONER.
As the straw vote conducted by
WINTER PARK HERALD was
tabulated it showed JIMMY KEEZEL to be leading by a large margin. If prognostications are correct it looks as though Winter
Park will have a very capable
Mayor. All candidates are going
to speak this coming Thursday
night at the Grammar School Auditorium and present their platforms. Let's have a good turnout.
JIMMY KEEZEL is a graduate of
the University of Florida. Although its football team is not so
hot, its production of Mayorality
timber is excellent. JIMMY supported the SANDSPUR—let's support JIMMY. He's a winner!
i

Edelweiss Hefty spent Thanksgiving in Miami with her family.
Betty Jack went to Cleveland
last Wednesday by plane to spend
Thanksgiving with her family. She
returned to Winter Park Sunday
night.
Chas. Curie went to Miami Wednesday night to visit friends over
Thanksgiving.
Marita Stueve went to Cocoanut
Grove in Miami Saturday to spend
the week-end.
Ruth Spruance spent Saturday
and Sunday in St. Petersburg with
her family.
Marie Winton and Ruth Scott
went to Tampa Saturday to visit
Marie's mother and father.
Marjorie White went to Daytona
Saturday with Jim Tullis to visit
Jim's grandparents for the weekend.
Peggy Bashford and Dick Jones
went to Miami Thursday morning
to visit Peggy's family over
Thanksgiving and the week-end.
Jack McKay, John Lonsdale, Bob
Van Beynum, and Art Brownell
spent the week-end at Jack's home
at Miami Beach deep sea fishing.
Marcia Stoddard, Jane Richards,
and Betty Reser drove to Jacksonville Sunday.
Polly Raoul, Mary Dudley, Mary
Gulnac, Ruth Conner and Betty
Harbison went home with Jerry
Smith to Daytona for Thanksgiving.
Anne Earle spent Thanksgiving
in St. Petersburg with her family.
Lilah Nelson went home to Leesburg Saturday.
Skippy Arnold went to Groveland to spend Thanksgiving with
her family and stayed over the
week-end.
Eugenia Williams left Thursday
morning for New York where she
met her mother and father and
attended the Army-Navy game.
Dahpne Banks and Anna Miller

THE
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'HI DELTA IHETA
GIVES DARN DANCE

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY, D E C E M B E R j j j J I

SANDSPUR

Question: What do you think of the open bar ruling at college dances?
Jack .McKay: I think it's a swell idea to have open bars.
At a previous "closed bar" dance I attended there was more
drinking than at the recent "open bar" dance . Let's be men
and drink in the open!

Country Club Was Decorated
To Resemble Barn
DR. HOLT LEADS

Xan Poeller: 'Tis better by far
To drink at a bar
Than to empty a jar
In the back of a car.

REEL

Phi Delta Theta fraternity entertained at an all-college Thanksgiving-eve dance last Wednesday
night at Dubsdread Country Club.
Dancing began at nine-thirty and
continued until one o'clock.
The dance was a barn dance and
all the guests came dressed in novel
costumes. Some as farmers, some
as country girls, some in overalls,
and Sherlock Holmes was even
there. A small group of boys and
girls rode to the dance in a hay
wagon.
The Club was decorated with hay
on all the rafters, signs on the
walls, sugar cane and pumpkins in
all the corners, and in the center
of the dance floor were two bales
of hay with pumpkins piled on
them. On one side of the dance
floor stood a wagon and on the
other a plough. Eddie Stephen's
orchestra, which played for dancing, -B-as banked with hay and
chicken wire.
During the evening Dr. Holt led
all the dancers in a Virginia Reel.
Punch and apples were served
throughout the evening and marshmallows were toasted over the
open fire.
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Ho-w-ard, and
Mr. and Mrs. Granberry.
;nt to Eustis for the week-end.
Louise
MacPherson
spent
Thanksgiving and the following
eek-end at a family reunion in
Asheville, N. C.
Alice Elliot went to her home in
Melbourne Saturday noon.
Margot Colvin spent Thanksgiving with friends in Winter Haven.

Tom Hoskins:

I didn't know they had bars in Florida.

Cathie Bailey: Closing the bars at all-college dances is like
bringing back prohibition and all that went with it—rah! rahcollege stuff, hip flasks, and drinking in cars. Let's keep the
bars open and be treated the way we'd like to act—like civilized adults.

Herman Siewert To
Give Weekly Organ
Vespers Wednesday

Herman Siewert will present th«
•«-eekly Organ Vespers program <
Wednesday, December 2, at fir,
o'clock. He will be assisted
Miss Hazel Bowen, contralto.
1. Prelude and Fugue in
minor (Bach).
2. L'Arlesienne Suite, No.
(Bizet).
Pi-elude .\llegro; Andante.
Minuetto
Carillon
Though this opera was never |
successful, much of the music prov.
ed delightful and was, therefore,
arranged into two suites.
3. Meditation to St. Clothilde
(James).
.4 My Laddie (Thayer).
The Cry of Rachel (Turner)
Hazel Bowen, contralto.
5. Serenade (Toselli).
6. Overture to "Die Meistersinger" (Wagner).

Next week's qustion: What do you think of the
Flamingo?

Gamma Phi Beta And
Guests Entertain At
Thanksgiving Dinner Progessive D i n n e r
Kappa Alpha Theta
Entertain Freshmen Given By Mrs. Smith Sunday evening Gamma Phi
Girls Last Tuesday For Theta Members Beta sorority and their guests were
entertained a t a Progressive dinKappa Alpha Theta entertained
a numb.er of freshmen girls last
Tuesday night with a picnic on
Woo Island.
Steaks were cooked over an open
fire and after an ample supper the
group indulged in some singing.
Anne Whyte and Betty Mower
were in charge of the picnic.

Relations Club To
Meet Thursday and
Will Discuss Italy
The International Relations Club
will meet Thursday, December 3,
at 7:30 in Cross Hall.
The topic of discussion is to be
Italy, and .will be lead by Detalmo
Pirzio-Biroli.
All students and faculty members who are interested are cordially invited to attend.

Mrs. Kilby Smith gave a ThanksThe first course of cockuils and
giving dinner for members of Kapentrees was served at the home of |
pa Alpha Theta last Thursday at
Miss Helen Moore. Miss Ethel EnPerrydell.
yart was hostess for the main
•se of turkey and vegetables.
The guests, aside from members
of the sorority, were Laura Ladd Salad was served by Mrs. M. M.
and Sarah Smith.
nith and dessert by Mrs. Winslow
iderson at their homes.
Among the guests were Betty
McCutcheon, Lois Johnson, Joan
Baker, Frances Daniels, Polly
Chambers and Olga Mathews.

Ushers For Shawn's
Dance Recital Are
Folk-Dancing Class

The ushers for Ted Shawn's
Dance Recital on December 7 at
8:15 at the Orlando Auditorium
are members of Helen Rae's FolkDancing classes: Bill Page, Bill
Vosburgh, Walter Royall, Dante
Bergonzi, Red Rae, Robin Rae, Law
.Mallard, Ted Klebsattel, George
Fuller, and Jack Rich.

The Woman's Glee Club of PhoeX Junior College is planning a
tour into Mexico this year. If thp
trip is made, the college will be
the first school from the United
States to send a musical organization into Mexico. The Mexican
Government has sent numerous j
ical concert organizations to
the United States this past year.—
Bear Tracks, Phoenix Junior College.

If Parents
Are Unruly
they can be pacified, cajoled, and completely conquered by

Even One Gift
from this grand collection
On patio of Washington and
Autrey Arcades reached from
120 N. Orange Avenue or 35
Washington Street, Orlando.

V v h e n I ' m for a t h i n g I ' m all for it!
-1 like C h e s t e r f i e l d s . . . I like ' e m a l o t
. . . "Swell"
says the young man
when he sees the new ARROW Dust tone shirts.
A form fitting shirt with
the short button-down collar, in an assortment of
rich colors, green, tan, and
salmon shade.

. . .we all g o for ' e m a r o u n d here.
Chesterfields are m i l d e r . . . a n d w h e n
it comes t o t a s t e — t h e y ' r e SWELL!

for the good things
smoking can give you...

Priced at $2
Arrow Dress Shirts
Arrow Collars

R.C. BAKER, INC
Copyright 1936, LIGGETT B; MYERS TOBACCO

CO.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP

THE"CHRISTMS^FIJND

